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Abstract. Log data, captured during use of mobile health (mHealth) applications by 

health providers, can play an important role in informing nature of user engagement 

with the application. The log data can also be employed in understanding health 
provider work patterns and performance. However, given that these logs are raw 

data, they require robust cleaning and curation if accurate conclusions are to be 

derived from analyzing them. This paper describes a systematic data cleaning 
process for mHealth-derived logs based on Broeck’s framework, which involves 

iterative screening, diagnosis, and treatment of the log data. For this study, log data 

from the demonstrative mUzima mHealth application are used. The employed data 
cleaning process uncovered data inconsistencies, duplicate logs, missing data within 

logs that required imputation, among other issues. After the data cleaning process, 

only 39,229 log records out of the initial 91,432 usage logs (42.9%) could be 
included in the final dataset suitable for analyses of health provider work patterns. 

This work highlights the significance of having a systematic data cleaning approach 

for log data to derive useful information on health provider work patterns and 
performance. 
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1. Introduction 

Mobile health (mHealth) applications are increasingly used in low- and middle-income 

countries to support care. Beyond improving care, these applications can help to 

strengthen the health systems. Many mHealth solutions incorporate functionality to 

collect paradata, defined as “process data documenting users’ access, participation, and 

navigation through an mHealth application [1]. When collected securely and used 

ethically, these paradata can be used to generate metrics that inform user engagement 

with the mHealth application, as well as for better understanding work performance and 

patterns for health workers [2]. In the age of COVID-19, where direct supervision for 

providers can be challenging, approaches that augment supportive supervision, such as 

innovative use of logs, are of particular relevance. 
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mHealth-derived logs are typically raw data that require significant data cleaning 

and curation to avoid inaccurate and unreliable conclusions that can lead to erroneous 

decision making [3]. Unfortunately, few studies provide details on systematic procedures 

and processes used for mHealth paradata cleaning based on best practices, despite data 

cleaning being an important and often time-consuming part of any paradata-based 

initiative. The aim of this study is to report on the method and results of a systematic and 

replicable data cleaning approach employed on mHealth-derived log-based paradata that 

was intended for use in health worker performance evaluation.  

2. Methods 

2.1.  Study Setting and Participant 

This study involved data cleaning of log data derived from a widely deployed mHealth 

application, mUzima [4]. mUzima is a robust open-source Android application used by 

health providers to primarily review and capture clinical data as part of patient care. The 

application has multiple other features, such as offline capabilities and clinical decision 

support. mUzima can capture usage log data as health providers use the application. The 

log data are transmitted securely to a MongoDB database. For this study, approval was 

obtained from the Institutional Review and Ethics Committee at Moi University School 

of Medicine in Eldoret, Kenya. After consent, 23 health care providers serving 89 care 

facilities and 24 community-based groups were equipped with the mUzima application, 

and usage logs captured over a 3-month period between 2nd December 2019 and 2nd 

March 2020. The goal was to use the captured mHealth log data to evaluate work patterns 

by the study participants including: (a) number of patients seen per day; (b) number of 

days worked by providers during the study period; (c) work hours per day; and (d) length 

of patient encounters. The above analyses could only be conducted after robust data 

cleaning and curation of the collected logs.     

2.2. Data Cleaning Framework 

Cleaning or transformation of raw data is essential to obtain quality data to support 

analysis and data mining. Several frameworks exist for assessing data quality in health 

information systems. For this study, a conceptual data-cleaning framework proposed by 

Van den Broeck et. al. (Broek’s  framework), was employed, with the goal of retaining 

only data fit for subsequent analyses [5]. This framework provides deliberate, systematic, 

and customizable data cleaning guidelines, and has three iterative data cleaning phases, 

namely: (1) data screening, (2) data diagnosis, and (3) data editing. The screening process 

involves identification of lacking or excess data, outliers and inconsistencies and strange 

patterns. Diagnosis involves determination of errors or missing data and any true 

extremes and true normal. Editing involves correction or deleting of any identified errors 

[5]. 

2.3. Data Cleaning Procedure 

Cleaning of the data involved a step-by-step approach that incorporated the Broeck’s 
framework. These detailed steps included: Step 1 - outlining the analyses or evaluation 
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questions, which for our purposes was provider performance metrics; Step 2 - describing 

data and study variables; Step 3 - creating the initial database by extracting data from 

relevant databases to generate the final data set; Step 4 - applying Broeck’s framework 

for data cleaning - during this step, the three data cleaning phases (screening, diagnosis, 

and treatment) are iteratively applied on data set (Figure 1); Step 5 – analyzing the 

resulting data to provide a summary of the data quality issues discovered, the eliminated 

data after the treatment exercise, and the retained final data set. 

 

 
 

Specific steps involved in applying the Broeck’s framework for data cleaning 

included: (a) extraction of the usage logs from the initial database and filtering the data 

to retrieve records with fields of interest for the study, while excluding logs related to 

test users. During this extraction, timestamps, user identifiers, patient identifiers, form 

identifiers and device identifiers were reformatted and standardized for easier data 

handling; (b) removal of duplicate records to retain unique entries only; (c) imputation 

of correct timestamps for the records that had incorrect device timestamps -  done using 

the GPS timestamps or the server timestamps; (d) exclusion of records with timestamps 

falling outside the study period; (e) exclusion of logs that were recorded from a device 

that lacked meaningful data; and (f) derivation of encounter characteristics by grouping 

records in the cleaned dataset by encounters. All scripts for data cleaning were developed 

using python programming language which was used to extract data from the MongoDB 

database, to clean and transform the data, to generate datasets for the target metrics, and 

to export the datasets into CSV file format for analyses. Specifically, Python’s Pandas 

library was used for manipulation of the data and for generating the various datasets, 

while Matplotlib library was used for visualization. 

3. Results 

A total of 91,432 usage logs were captured during the study period between 2nd 

December 2019 to 2nd March 2020. A total of 4,848 (5.3%) logs that were not relevant 

to evaluating work performance metrics were then removed, leaving 86,584 logs from 

19 study participants. Next, 33,612 duplicate logs were identified and removed, resulting 

in 52,972 records for the 19 participants. Of the remaining logs, 6,536 (12.3%) had 

incorrect device timestamps, and these timestamps were imputed. After timestamp 

imputation, a total of 13,739 (25.9%) of the logs fell outside of the study period and were 

also removed, leaving 39,233 logs for 15 participants. An additional four logs were 

removed as these belonged to one provider who attempted to log in four times but failed. 

The remaining 39,229 log records, which was only 42.9% of the logs in the initial dataset, 

were determined to be the cleaned logs available for performance metrics analyses. 

Figure 1. Creation of evaluation dataset. 
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4.  Discussion 

In this study, we describe a systematic approach for cleaning data from mHealth logs, 

providing evidence of this important step when leveraging paradata for accurate 

decision-making. The use of Broeck’s framework in data cleaning process allows for 

iterative data cleaning, helping uncover data issues that can easily missed. The rule-based 

data cleaning approach used identified numerous issues, including integrity constraints, 

duplication, inconsistencies, and missing values. Of relevance to mHealth applications 

in LMICs that often operate offline is the issue of incorrect timestamps due to users 

changing the time setting on their devices. In addition, timestamps from various devices 

are often captured in inconsistent formats. Approaches to improve mHealth applications 

to ensure correct times on devices, to standardize capture of timestamps that includes the 

time zone and to effectively impute times on logs, are of particular importance. While 

this study is limited by the fact that it was conducted in one setting using a single mHealth 

application, it serves as a demonstrative example relevant to other instances where 

paradata cleaning is needed. Moving forward, we plan to automate the data cleaning 

process for faster and scalable use of mHealth log data for data analytics and data mining.  

5. Conclusions 

A systematic data cleaning approach can uncover multiple data quality issues in mHealth 

log data and should be an integral part of any analyses using mHealth paradata.   
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